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1.Beginnings. 

I woke up in the hospital experiencing a dream ironically 

the sad part was I don’t remember if it was real. The pain in my 

shoulder moved me forward. “You’re sweating.” The nurse said 

coming through a door. “I’m fine.” I really wished she minded her 

own business, and stopped worrying. I hated being at the hospital. 

The nurse left quickly after taking my vitals and asking me more 

pointless questions. I can’t remember how it all occurred. Except, I 

no longer wanted to be here, this feeling had me completely 

brainwashed and in a trance. The man who saved my life was a 

vision. 
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Laying in the bed I thought about what just happened. How 

did I go from a girl who lived in the mountains and lakes of Oregon 

at my home, to not being able to move.  

The next thing I remember, was my dad entering through the 

hospital door. He just gave me the look.  “Are you okay?” He said. 

“I’m fine Dad.” He was gentile no matter who you were and what you 

did. I just wanted to lay back down. “So what just happened?” I was 

going to tell him but there was this strange part of me that just 

couldn’t. “I blacked out in the school.” He was just so ahead of it all. 

My dad bought trucks so he could work his business.  Oregon was 

mountain turf everywhere for the college boys. It didn’t stop me 

though from figuring out who I was. “Lori, your going back today 

unless you say so other wise.” The nurse was suppose to come back 

and they were sending me back to Sunset High School. “What were 

you thinking of before I came through the door?” My dad wanted to 

know everything about my life. “I’m glad you care.” I told him. After 

all he was my father. It was time to get back to class and I was already 

acing my semester. “Come on grab your clothes we are leaving.” He 

said. Just like that we were on our way. I first grabbed my coat then 

approached the door. I looked at the room once again. It was all over, 

and time to get back to school. I went passed all the other rooms and 

saw the other patients. I was now leaving the lobby a cold breeze 

between my footsteps. Daddy, had a weird look on his face.  

Something was wrong, or he was conveying a form of safety. He still 

smiled at me before I got in his truck. It wasn’t going to end like this. 

I hopped in the truck with little effort and patted myself in his seat. 

The light over the road was awful. “I hope you’re okay to go back.” 

He said. “I was just a little light in the head.” I said. “Besides I’m 

focused on school.” I said. The engine came on, and I felt the heat 

shower my already warm coat. The way to the Apollos Sunset High 

School was prestige. I closed the door to his truck. I walked inside 

the school thinking of who was going to laugh at me. Looking down 

I moved towards the classroom I was supposed to be in. I opened the 

door and only a few faces looked at me and I saw it. The faces that 

told me the news had reached the ends of the building at lightspeed. 

I was going to get through this all right. Nothing could bother me in 

math class today I’d make sure of it. Rachael asked me if I was okay. 

“I’m fine.” I said to her. Rachael wore a red blouse for class today and 

she was absolutely stunning. Ashley was talking to her before I came 

through the door. It seemed like the latest news was myself or that’s 

what I thought. “Everyone hand in your homework.” Mr. Icke said to 

everyone. I grasped my folders, and got out the worksheet. I spent 

hours last night just completing it. The teacher just gave us lessons. 
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Rachael just smiled at me praying for it all. I could see in her eyes 

that she meant what she said. “Are you sure you’re okay?” She said 

again. There was a moment when I stopped and looked around. 

“Actually I could of thought for a second that banging my head 

against the bottom of a locker would of hurt me.” I lied. “I wasn’t 

there to see it, but I heard it looked painful.” Rachael said. 

“Throbbing.” I said. “Did you say something?” Rachael asked. 

“My head.” I said. “It’s-throbbing.” 

“Did they check it out?” She said. 

“They did when I was in the hospital.” 

The laughter never happened in the classroom. That was a moment, 

that I didn’t want to regret. Must have been that it was old news, or 

funnier when I was a female passed out unconscious.  

“Do you think you should drink more water?” Rachael asked. 

“Water?! Are you being serious?” I replied. 

“Yeah. You don’t look so good.” Rachael said. 

I was out of the classroom just as fast as I had entered it. I quickly 

ran to the lockers and saw John walk by. I dreamed for the day he 

would ask me out for prom. So I just kept on going through the 

hallways. My shadow was behind me on my tail following me like an 

eternal past of some sorts. I let all the emotion flow out of me and I 

stopped. I looked forward and saw what I saw before. People walking 

in slow motion with lights accentuated around them. Then it 

happened all over like in the morning at school. 

I saw a void that was blackness. I fell to the floor with my vision 

blocked by light. Then it was a flash of light. Next was a feeling of 

euphoria and being two places at once. I could not stand or say 

anything, but I knew I was falling. I breathed carefully and hoped for 

whatever caused me this would just go away. I smacked the ground 

and everyone gathered around. I fainted out quickly like the hard 

waves by the ocean. This time time I saw colors. I saw the cosmos 

swirl around me with vivid demonstration. Then I heard him call me. 

Lori! Lori! Wake up! It was a voice calling me from above. I couldn’t 

see anything but I could hear. It had to be John’s voice that was 

calling out. I was on the floor sitting with palms face down. “What 

just happened to you?” He asked. He was sincerely being nice to me 

after all. Maybe this was a conversation starter for the both of us. I 

didn’t care what it was but only what it could be. “I blacked out 

again.” I whispered. 

“Next time be careful.” John said. 

“I will be don’t you worry.” I said. 

There was this sensation in my arm tingling through my body. John 

kept looking in my direction. “What is it that you want, John?” I 
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asked him. He quickly shuddered and looked away from me how sad. 

What could I say to the young man I loved. “Hi how are you? I loved 

you ever since I met you?” That would be too strong. Instead he just 

looked back for the second time. John walked up to me and came 

closer. “Don’t worry I’m going to make sure you’re okay.” He said. 

John was such an athlete Apollo himself would be jealous of. 

“Something happened today.” He said.  

“Don’t go acting.” I whispered. 

“Whose acting? It happened twice for a reason.”  

“Enlighten me some more.” I said.  

“Your honest.” John replied. 

Rachael came over after seeing the two of us together. She grabbed 

my hand and led me away from him. The touch was so cold it gave 

me the sweats. Just that quick and we were gone. John had no doubt 

went his way and we were on ours soon enough.  I had to stay focused 

and equipped with all my knowledge. It was test week meening any 

teacher could give us tests. I looked down the halls one more time, 

first to the spot then a class. 

It was making me nervous not knowing what happened. There was 

two blackouts in a day. Why was I passing out so suddenly. There 

was an answer waiting for me. Inside I wanted to be happy and merry 

at least for the rest of the day. I went to my other classroom. I sat 

down and for the first time thought about myself. Thinking what if 

it was someone else. Being infront of my teacher I sat quietly. Laying 

my head down actually not answering anything. Sadly I ignored my 

teacher before she called my name. I kept my head down without 

uttering a word. She called on me again this time sitting next to a 

classmate. “Lori I always thought you were better than this. Hope 

you get better.” She left quickly. 

Just then I was starting to feel bad. It was just school and it would 

not let me feel the way I wanted to be. What should I do after an 

accident? Classmates after all hoped I was to get better. That’s all I 

wanted to start was a good day. There, was the feeling of collapse 

washing inside my mind.  

I couldn’t stop thinking about the fallout. It was tearing itself a hole 

in my heart. I was probably worried for no reason. Convincing myself 

that I was the laughing stock would not give me justice. Instead I 

looked at my classmates. It was coming again, like a shake in the 

mountains. It was somewhere far away, away from me. Like far in the 

sky above where I was located. I wanted to look up I really felt it. 

Something was coming for me past understanding. Beyond what my 

mere feelings were allowing me to appreciate. It was coming soon 

and what it was I would never forget. For it had changed, my life from 
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the moment of first sight. It was the moment of realization for us all. 

It was the most important entity coming for me. To save me from all 

my sins. I looked up for the sake of it all. It felt like importance.  I did 

not know it would change, my life forever. I did not know it was the 

beginning of the end. 
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2.Creation 

 

In existence there’s a trace of creation in all of life. This form 

was created beyond all understanding. Suddenly, in the cosmos there 

had been an energy that surpassed the worlds below. That it was 

translucent, and invisible to the naked eye. It went deep into space 

below crossing the stars. The heavenly was on a path to this creation. 

It was being followed by another negative force. The black aurora 

made a descent towards the milky way galaxy. The grey aurora 

stopped to take a look for its future. It was never too late to save what 

was dear to life. These beings moved towards the earth at rapid 

speeds. It touched the earth and everything around the being was 
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being decayed. The light one above it was not too far off course. It 

actually landed in the same vicinity. “You are not allowed to find the 

creation.” The grey one said. It was beautiful with light wings coming 

from its backside. “You will never understand our agenda…” The dark 

one repeated silently. He wasn’t too happy, dark orange rings formed 

as bags underneath his eyes. He stepped up to the light one with 

brown hair.  

“You can’t understand our goal. If you do, join us and 

understand that power can go beyond divinity.” He said. “I will never 

join your kind.” Michael said. Suddenly a pillar of light came down 

from the sky, it was bright. Another man appeared in the light with 

light clothes it was Gabriel .  

“Gabriel? What are you doing?” Michael said. 

“Going after this devil just like you.” He said. 

They gave each other glances before the demon decided to 

break up all conversation. His arm came up with fire spewing from 

his right arm. The beings quickly dodged the heat attack, and gave 

their own. It enveloped the forest they were surrounding. “He’s 

blind.” Gabriel said. The dark orange figure screeched at the 

emptiness of its lost vision. He took a step forward and decided to 

take a risk. “He wont be able to see for a while. It’s only temporary.” 

Gabriel acknowledged. The demon cursed and growled at them both. 

Another light attack from the both of them. They ran at the shadow 

and punched the deity in the gut, and he went flying a baseball field 

down. Michael just looked down at the poor demon. Now, badly 

bleeding from the stomach down. “You won’t win.” He said. The 

demon quickly healed itself. There were no signs of any afflictions 

dealt to this being.  

Gabriel came up behind Michael and tried to stop his 

mistake. Michael put his hand in a praying symbol. A flash of light 

came out and the demon was exalted. The demon should have died 

on the spot and went back to limbo. “You can’t win this war, for your 

powers just unlocked the fifth gate of hell itself.” The demon said. 

“What are you talking about? What is your agenda!” Michael 

screamed. He was intense fired up without no warning. “Say 

something again and I will destroy you!” Michael replied. “You have 

to stop!” Gabriel warned. 

Michael was in no mood to risk everything he cared for. The 

beings that covered the universe. It took several times to perfect 

creation. “Are you looking for the creation?” Michael asked. “No. I’m 

looking for more than just that!” The demon laughed. “Your attacks 

were just absorbed into myself.” He continued. “There, see it? I’m 

starting to become something else entirely. Your kind will not be able 
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to hurt us.” He said. A powerful force knocked them off their feet and 

into the woods. The two were back to challenge the demon again. 

Gabriel was running out of ideas, so he turned back. He wanted to 

tell Michael the news he learned of. These demons were getting 

ready for a takeover. Neither of them would let this happen. The 

trace of existence fell to a young girl.  

“Michael stop, don’t hurt him.” Gabriel said. 

“What do you meen?” Michael said. 

“He’s using our energy inside himself. Selfish.” Gabriel said. 

“You won’t defeat me.” He said. 

“Listen, call out to our strength. This one is not an ordinary 

demon.” Gabriel said. 

It took a lot of himself to hold back. Michael knew what had 

to be done, he must be killed. “He’s going to fight with everything.” 

Gabriel warned. The demon was just playing a lone wolf cause. He 

didn’t appear to have back up, because they could have came. 

Michael just stood there looking at him. Gabriel was on his way 

home. Then it happened, pain shot out from underneath. The demon 

didn’t seem to be taking any pain. He was smiling and stronger than 

before for some reason. Michael shouted into the skies and was done. 

He could not move and regain strength.  

“Getting stronger every time you attack me first. Don’t you 

think it’s time to give up your cause?” He said. “I won’t let this galaxy 

down, and the rest of them. I won’t let heaven crumble to your feet.” 

Michael said. Michael again felt a shudder inside his chest. He fell 

over and his wings returned to his back. He laid on the ground 

sideways looking up to the demon itself. His powers were fading to 

absolutely nothing.  

“Don’t you see the truth?” He said. The man looked down at 

Michael. He was staring into his eyes looking for the veil to be casted 

out. “The war has begun.” It came clear that Michael had 

undermined himself. The powers were useless now since the demon 

became stronger than himself. Just looking up to the bright side was 

his only hope. “You can’t just go taking.” Michael said. “Why not? 

Since your kind has been at the hierarchy since existence. Your 

powers merged with my own and now you have mine too. It is truly 

the work of our kind.” 

Michael took one brave step forward and knocked him over. 

The demon quickly grabbed onto him. “I’m not your kind at all.” 

Michael bluffed. The demon leaned a hand over his head, “You will 

die.” He said. The demon stopped himself before Gabriel came back. 

“What are you doing to him?” Gabriel asked.  
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“I have done nothing to him. You will see.” The ghoul turned 

his back to Gabriel. “My powers Gabriel he took them somehow. He’s 

up to something worse than anything we could possibly imagine.” 

Michael returned. “That I am, Michael.” He said. “The human race 

has reached quite the climax. They will soon be able to detect our 

kind and the energies omitted within ourselves.” He said. 

“I don’t believe this asshole one bit.” Gabriel said. He took 

Michaels arm and helped him up to his feet. “One day in the near 

future you will see the inferno come to life. You will be drenched in 

it.” The Demon scourged. The demon started to glow back to his 

natural black aurora. “Only the ones who are fit to live will follow. 

None will survive.” He said. They both were looking at a efficient 

ghost. This one, for odd reasons couldn’t get exhalted, and had 

powers that were vast. 

Michael wasn’t feeling like himself. He was about to fall over 

once again, then it happened. His soul bursted out from his body for 

just a second. Parts of himself got lost and went into the woods. Then 

his white aurora went back into his body. Michael’s wings were 

starting to change. His natural white wings became a different color. 

The wings were grey, and brustled. “What have you done to me?” 

Michael cried. “Well look at that, Michael. You look like one of our 

kind.” The demon was still stuck between Gabriel and himself.  

“This isn’t a joke.” Gabriel said. He quickly carried Michael 

away from the demon as fast as possible. “We have to be careful.” 

Gabriel said. “If we don’t do something smart, you will lose your 

powers and possibly become a demon like him.” He said. “I won’t 

give in like that, I won’t let everyone down.” Michael announced. The 

demon was following them throughout the woods, every step of the 

way. It seemed to be impossible to get away from this monster.  

“We have to hide.” Gabriel said. There was no way out. It was 

impossible and both of the angels knew it. “He can sense our kind, 

right?” Michael asked. Gabriel wasn’t entirely sure of himself. 

“Normal demons and spirits can’t detect us. He’s stronger though, a 

normal demon with a boost. Someone had to help him out. It could 

have been him.” He said. They were hiding behind a tree, a butterfly 

flew past their cheeks. “Don’t get scared, what ever you do.” Gabriel 

had one more trick to play here. He knew that fighting this guy 

meant giving some sort of power over, and Michael was the strongest 

of all the angelic kind. ‘What can I do?’ He asked himself. Just then 

the demon came around and was several yards away. “Come out.” He 

said. Gabriel had to remain stubborn and silent. He knew there was 

one way to defeat this one. 
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“Michael you have to attack first. Then I’m going in for a kill 

you got that down?” Gabriel said. He left Michael down by the tree 

and came out into the night. He reached out and gave a hard blast to 

the demon energy ripping at his soul. Therefore, Michael followed 

up with a deafening crack of his divine power. The monster turned 

orange again, and screamed for its life. He backed up in awe of his 

innards, which were now absolutely nothing. “You’re going to pay for 

it.” He said. “There’s nothing we are going to pay for.” Gabriel 

announced. He struck the demon once again, but it was quickly 

blocked. “Did you really think that was going to stop me?” The 

demon asked. It was all for nothing. 

“You’re really the first step into getting into our agendas. No 

wonder why he gave me half of his created power. Your in the way, 

and without you there is nothing to stop him.” He said. “What are 

you up to? Who gave you this strength?” Michael asked. “You do not 

want to know because he will be the ruler of all and you will see it 

eventually.” The monster was glowing red now. 

Gabriel was in awe of this madness. All the times of chasing 

down demons with his saviors and he failed this time. “Now is the 

time you both will die.” He said. “Not just yet.” Michael said. 

He turned to Gabriel and smiled. He was willing to risk it all 

for the safety of all. His powers lit up to a grey aurora and sent the 

demon flying a hundred feet into the woods. “What was that?” 

Gabriel wanted to know. His feathers were now darkening to a 

sinister version of black and grey. His wings folded outward and 

stretched to the moonlight. His aurora was becoming black rapidly. 

The feathers were blushing with white light, but the colors were 

different.  

The demon fell a hundred feet from them. Bleeding from the 

top down his face was crushed. He was glowing orange and black and 

red. The fight was to continue, he’d make sure of it. Michael came 

flying into him as fast as godspeed would allow. The wings covered 

the demon from behind its back. The new wings spread like a coffin. 

It was time to take control, or be left to die alone. Michael had known 

that this was an end ever since he came face to face. Michael quickly 

laid out a hand to the demons eyelids and covered them. The wings 

glistened and squeezed the entity like a joke. The white light omitted 

blinded Gabriel but he knew they were there. He could sense them 

both, or one of them. The one had died from the light being cast out. 

There was truly only one survivor. Michael. 

Michael quickly flew back down to the ground. There were 

questions to ask about who had gave the weaker deity such strength. 

Nothing was known at this time except for one important fact. The 
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creation was on earth and embedded inside a girl. He was weakened 

now from the fight. Gabriel came over to give him a hand to get back 

up. “You know what this means, right? Michael?” Gabriel said. “Yes. 

I have much to focus on. We need to find the girl.” Michael said. “I 

chased him down ever since I felt that energy escape its domain.” He 

continued. “How could the creation escape the basis anyway? Is that 

even possible? There’s a thing called checks and balances right?” 

Gabriel was still listening but wondering what would become of the 

girl. “We have to find her. She’s in great danger.” He said. 

He was no longer an angel with white wings, but a fallen one 

with greyish wings as feathers. He had to find the girl who gained the 

creation before the demons could. This meant that he was losing his 

status and in danger of being sent to limbo. “What am I supposed to 

do now?” He asked. 
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